An Eerily Ever After Affair – Nail in the Coffin

From the “Celebrate the Holidays with Better Homes and Gardens” iPad application

It doesn’t get more perfectly cliché than chocolate wedding mints. Instead of pretty flower shapes, purchase or make candy bones and stuff them in cardboard coffins for creepy take-home treats.

Materials
Computer printer
Downloadable pattern
Tracing paper
Dark gray cardstock
Rub-on alphabet
Double-sided tape
Crafts glue
7-millimeter-diameter round red rhinestone
White chalk
2/3 yard of 1/2-inch-wide red ribbon
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Directions
1. Print downloadable pattern on dark gray cardstock; cut out.

2. Cut out the letters “R,” “I,” and “P” from the rub-on alphabet. Rub the letters on one side of the shape.

3. Fold the shape into a box, using double-sided tape to secure it at the side and bottom.

4. Glue a red rhinestone atop the dot on the “I.” Rub all edges of the box with white chalk.

5. Fill the box with Halloween candy and tie it closed with ribbon.
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